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For images and 360 view:
www.faralda.com
www.faralda.com/meeting
RENTAL STUDIO:
Daily rates whole studio midweek from:
Daily parts (Morning - afternoon - evening or night) midweek rates from:
Friday- Saturday night whole studio rates
from:
Note: For a music event only daily rates

€ 1500
€ 850
€ 1850

RENTAL PER SUITE:
Low season per day from:
(incl. 6% VAT - excl. 5 % Tourist tax)

€

RENTAL CRANE HOTEL FARALDA
(Studio, three suites, spa pool):
Rates per day from
(Low -high season/ weekend: On request (up to € 25,000)
SONOS music system

€ 4,500

COSTS (necessary; per hrs / pax)
Bar staff pp (min. 2)
Door host (Optional by Faralda; applies to closing)
Cleaning (excl. repair and extra costs
€ 175 / 250
Presence of Housemaster (included)

435

FREE

€
€

25 pp
25
PM
FREE

€
€
€

38
450
55
PM
1000
FREE
PM
85

ADITTIONAL COST:
Security (In case of a public event or required by Faralda)
Professional DJ set - booth -sound/light (24 hrs - day) from
Extra production per hour from
DJ's (On request
Live stream / recording from
Internet: Bandwith 50 Mbps up and down (symmetric)
Power flow, broadcasting, internet / viral / streaming activities
Bungee & Rope per jump (On request)

€

BEVERAGE:
1. Tokens: € 3 each (see beverage list)
2. Without tokens: we apply a corkage (= purchase x corkage 2,5 times)
Payment / deposit in advance.
Refund based on subsequent calculation within 2 weeks after event.
Deposit Drinks
3. DJ - Crew (See Terms & Conditions)

€ 1,500
FREE DRINKS

€
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FOOD:
Lunch:(Two different sandwiches, salad, hot item, milk and orange) pp
Diner - Food (Catering)
(on request)
From
Snacks & Bits coffee/ tea
(on request.
From

€
€
€

20
25
15

BREAKFAST
• Hilton-Voucher American- European breakfast p.p.
• Champagne breakfast in the suite (min. 2 pax)

€
€

25
90

PARKING:
Under the crane: Free
At the NDSM square (right near the crane): approx. € 8,50 per day (unlimited)
COSTS COMMERCIAL SHOOTS
€ 350 per hour
Faralda has to be informed about, the publication, statistics, exposure and target audience.
In any case of publication of the final result, the name of Crane Hotel Faralda Amsterdam has to be
mentioned in the final results.
BRANDING ACTIVITIES:
On request
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TERMS & CONDITIONS (summary)
Security/ staff:
Security takes place in the opinion of Faralda. Security costs will be charged to the tenant.
Tenant has to deliver staff (door and bar). Event is a private party and only accessible with guest list.

The crane must be cleaned by tenant before check out time. If, in the opinion of Faralda, the crane is still
too dirty, € 200 will be charged increased with repair costs. Faralda's judgment cannot be discussed.
Sound:
It is forbidden to produce more than 85 DB sound messured in the rented space.
(Sub) woofers and all equipment that cause less than 40 db should be insulated from the ground.
In all cases staff instructions should be followed.
Terms of payments:
A reservation is confirmed upon payment. Payment within 3 days of invoice.
We have a non-refundable cancelation policy. On all our transactions and services are subjected to the
Uniform Hotel Conditions and Terms.

In all case Crane Hotel Faralda retains ultimate responsibility for security and any staff in the crane. Despite
safety devices the crane meets the highest demands. Entering the crane is entirely at your own risk.
Landlord is not liable for damage, injury, theft, nuisance in any way whatsoever. Note the VAT is applicable
to companies outside of The Netherlands. Amounts are subject to all rights. Landlord has the right to adjust
the amounts.
A penalty will be charged in case of violation of these General Conditions. Beverage, damages, theft and
calculation of supplemental work, cost savings and violation of these General Conditions will be deducted
from the deposit. Faralda's judgment is final and cannot be discussed.
It is forbidden to stay with more than 4 people in one suite or in the second elevator. Access with more than
4 people in a suite is only allowed with written permission of the Landlord.
Cranesessions is a format owned by Landlord Crane Hotel Faralda. Cranesessions is a registered trademark.
Streaming, advertisements, branding and all other kind of commercial activities are prohibited without
written permission from the landlord Crane Hotel.
It's strictly forbidden to use pictures and moving images of the crane or parts of the crane for commercial
use. All master rights of Recordings, pictures or moving images belong to Faralda. Tenant will deliver all
raw source files of the recordings and edited programmes to Faralda (in highest Quality) direct after the
performance. All files will be stored on a Faralda server.
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General:
In all case Crane Hotel Faralda retains ultimate responsibility for security and any staff in the crane. Despite
safety devices the crane meets the highest demands. Entering the crane is entirely at your own risk.
Landlord is not liable for damage, injury, theft, nuisance in any way whatsoever. Note the VAT is applicable
to companies outside of The Netherlands. Amounts are subject to all rights. Landlord has the right to adjust
the amounts.
A penalty will be charged in case of violation of these General Conditions. Beverage, damages, theft and
calculation of supplemental work, cost savings and violation of these General Conditions will be deducted
from the deposit. Faralda's judgment is final and cannot be discussed.
It is forbidden to stay with more than 4 people in one suite or in the second elevator. Access with more than
4 people in a suite is only allowed with written permission of the Landlord.
Cranesessions is a format owned by Landlord Crane Hotel Faralda. Cranesessions is a registered trademark.
Streaming, advertisements, branding and all other kind of commercial activities are prohibited without
written permission from the landlord Crane Hotel.
It's strictly forbidden to use pictures and moving images of the crane or parts of the crane for commercial
use. All master rights of Recordings, pictures or moving images belong to Faralda. Tenant will deliver all
raw source files of the recordings and edited programmes to Faralda (in highest Quality) direct after the
performance. All files will be stored on a Faralda server.
Faralda has to be informed about the publication, statistics, exposure and target audience. In any case of
publication of the final result, the name of Crane Hotel Faralda Amsterdam has to be mentioned in the final
results.
All damages in the opinion of the Landlord has to be reimbursed without proper notice of default. We have
a non-refundable cancelation policy. A reservation is confirmed upon payment. Tenant receives an
instruction manual which will be further explained by the landlord.
Faralda Crane Hotel is a monumental building. Adjustments in, and on the Crane are performed in
agreement and are only permitted after written consent and under the supervision of Faralda. On our
services, we apply the User Requirements, The Protocol and Fact Sheet Faralda TV Studio. Reservations are
confirmed upon payment at the following account number.
In all cases, such as for technical failures, extreme weather conditions, the Landlord reserves the right to
cancel the reservation or booking or may deny access into the crane without financial liability claim. Despite
the safety devices the Crane meets the highest demands. Entering the Crane is entirely at your own risk.
Landlord Crane Hotel Faralda is not liable for damage, injury, theft, nuisance in any way whatsoever.
Reservations are confirmed upon payment at the following account number. On our services, we apply the
User Requirements and Fact Sheet Faralda TV Studio. On all our transactions and services are subjected to
the Uniform Hotel Conditions and Terms. Payment within 1 week, 2 weeks before the event or rent of the
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crane. Tenant has taken note of the Manual and General Conditions and the content. For any questions
please contact the landlord. All prices are exclusive VAT

All damages in the opinion of the Landlord has to be reimbursed without proper notice of default. We have
a non-refundable cancelation policy. A reservation is confirmed upon payment. Tenant receives an
instruction manual which will be further explained by the landlord.
Faralda Crane Hotel is a monumental building. Adjustments in, and on the Crane are performed in
agreement and are only permitted after written consent and under the supervision of Faralda. On our
services, we apply the User Requirements, The Protocol and Fact Sheet Faralda TV Studio. Reservations are
confirmed upon payment at the following account number.
In all cases, such as for technical failures, extreme weather conditions, the Landlord reserves the right to
cancel the reservation or booking or may deny access into the crane without financial liability claim. Despite
the safety devices the Crane meets the highest demands. Entering the Crane is entirely at your own risk.
Landlord Crane Hotel Faralda is not liable for damage, injury, theft, nuisance in any way whatsoever.
Reservations are confirmed upon payment at the following account number. On our services, we apply the
User Requirements and Fact Sheet Faralda TV Studio. On all our transactions and services are subjected to
the Uniform Hotel Conditions and Terms. Payment within 1 week, 2 weeks before the event or rent of the
crane.
Tenant has taken note of the Manual and General Conditions and the content. For any questions please
contact the landlord. All prices are exclusive VAT
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